Methodological approach for trace and essential elements assessment in prostate tissue by SRIXE method
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Abstract: Objective: The goal of this contribution is to present and familiarize the medical community with the method for the assessment of trace and essentials elements in prostate tissue sections.  
Materials and methods: X-ray fluorescence based technique (namely Synchrotron Induced X-ray Emission (SRIXE)) is described in terms of methodology, sample preparation and the evaluation of the recorded results (spectral data sets). Materials for the samples were collected from the patients underwent radical prostatectomy due to Adenocarcinoma prostatae. Specimens were freeze-dried, cut by microtome (to the thickness of 15 μm), one slice was placed on Mylar foil (for SRIXE measurements) and adjacent one on microscopic glass (for histopathological assessment).  
Results: Results presented here show the usability of SRIXE method for the evaluation of concentration of trace and essential elements in prostate tissue sections with the spatial resolution better than 15 microns.  
Discussion: Histopathological analysis of samples, which is only focused on morphological features, is unable to reveal information about changes in biochemical signature of tissues affected by the illness. SRIXE is a powerful and promising technique to analyse even very low concentrations of selected elements.
at the cellular level without any labelling or separating procedures. Obtained results may be correlated with classic histopathological assessment allowing for drawing conclusions on the changes in certain elements concentrations with the progression of disease. Moreover, mentioned in this work analysis, can be performed for any type of biological tissues.
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**Introduction**

**Biological point of view**

*Adenocarcinoma prostatae* is one of the most repeatedly occurred cancer among men and one of the primary causes of death. According to statistics [1], an estimated 1.11 million men were diagnosed with prostate cancer in 2012, with incidence rates varying 25-fold across the world. Discrepancies in incidences of prostate cancer are connected to availability of screening for prostate-specific antigen (PSA) and subsequent biopsies; the highest numbers are reported for countries with higher socioeconomic development.

Most prostate cancer cases (92%) [2] are detected at rather early stage, what means that the disease is restrained only to prostate gland and its near proximity organs. Early detection combined with properly designed treatment give higher chances for a man’s individual long survival prognosis. It is of the utmost importance to gain access to all available information about the stage of the malignancy, prior to making a diagnosis. In addition to a physical examination, other important tests are taken into account: PSA (Prostate-Specific Antigen) and PCA3 tests, biomarker tests, transrectal ultrasound and eventually a biopsy that enables for definitive diagnosis (presence or absence of cancer). The Gleason score [3] is the widely used system for describing the prostate cancer stages for biopsy samples; the assigned scores show how far examined cells resemble the architecture of typical native (healthy) prostate cells. According to this system, the most well-differentiated tumors have a Gleason score of 1, and the least-differentiated tumors (generally more aggressive) a score of 4 or 5. The assessments are based on microscopic comparison of cells within examined section and usually are done by two histopathologists to avoid inaccurate classification. As this procedure relies mostly on what can be seen at the specific magnification, some biochemical information can be missed.

The causes of prostate cancer still remain unclear, so far researchers have found some risk factors which can escalate development of this type of malignancy [4, 5]. These risk factors include:

- age (prostate cancer appears usually in older man, the average age for positive diagnosis is about 66),
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- race/ethnicity (for yet unknown reasons, the risk of prostate cancer is 74% higher in black men than in white men),
- family history (higher chances of finding this disease among men having brother or father with prostate cancer),
- gene changes (some of inherited genes can be involved in the prostate cancer progress),
- diet (higher risk of developing prostate cancer among men whose diet is rich with red meat, high-fat dairy products and calcium),
- obesity,
- smoking.

According to studies [6–8], it is also believed, that it may be direct link between concentration of selected elements and processes, which may transform healthy cells into cancerous ones.

Some of elements appearing in human body, only at the level of parts per million, drive very crucial chemical reactions being an essential components of biological enzymes; any discrepancies in their concentration may directly or indirectly be involved in cancerogenesis. Their presence at certain level may also indicate for an illness (cancer) progress.

Analysis of elemental concentration has become very popular in recent years. Nowadays, the scientists use many analytical techniques such as potentiometry, atomic absorption and emission spectrometry, X-ray and nuclear techniques [9] to analyse various types of samples including biological specimens. Taking into account their benefits and drawbacks, it seems that one of the physical methods called X-ray fluorescence (XRF) can “image” non-destructively concentration of various elements present in analysed samples at high spatial resolution providing information for better understanding of biomolecular processes occurring within the tissues. The sensitivity and accuracy of XRF depends mostly on the incident radiation energy, the efficiency of the detector and additionally the geometry of experimental set-up. It is worth adding that sample preparation is also very important step in the analysis.

Nomenclature

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis is a very powerful multi-elemental analytical technique with plethora of applications to collect information about elemental composition of materials. XRF has gained a lot of attention especially in cases that require non-destructive analytical method.

An access to synchrotron radiation light sources, advancements in X-ray optics and detectors constructions, software and methodology for data analysis development have facilitated XRF application extension. Nowadays XRF analysis is not only focused on single spectra collection from selected region; very detailed two-dimensional maps
with a spatial resolution in the micrometer range can also be gained during automatic or semi-automatic experiments.

After reviewing available publications devoted to this topic [10–14], we noticed that XRF analysis performed with the help of synchrotron light sources is named differently in various contributions. Thus, there is a certain degree of ambiguity in the literature due to the fact that various names (and their acronyms) are used for naming exactly the same method. In order to clarify it, in the Table 1 these acronyms and their full names are summarized.

Table 1. Names of the method and acronyms used in the literature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full name</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRIXE</td>
<td>Synchrotron Radiation Induced X-ray Emission</td>
<td>[10, 11]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SXRF</td>
<td>Synchrotron Induced X-ray Fluorescence</td>
<td>[12, 13]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-SRXRF</td>
<td>Microprobe Synchrotron Radiation X-ray Fluorescence</td>
<td>[14, 15]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XFCMT</td>
<td>X-ray Fluorescence Computed Micro-tomography</td>
<td>[16]</td>
<td>for 2D/3D distributions of elemental concentrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRXRF</td>
<td>Synchrotron Radiation X-ray Fluorescence</td>
<td>[17]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the authors of this manuscript preference is the formulation: Synchrotron Radiation Induced X-ray Emission (SRIXE) this acronym will be used through this paper.

**General idea**

From the basic physics point of view, XRF may be described as the emission of fluorescent X-ray photons from a sample. This emission is also known as characteristic, as it contains information about elements existing within analysed area. Characteristic X-rays can be understood as a sample response to high-energy X-ray bombarding which leads to sample excitement (see Fig. 1).

Each element is described by its own electronic orbitals. As X-ray photons can carry enough energy to expel electrons from the atom inner orbitals; upon exposure to high energy photons ionization process may take place. One or more electrons are ejected from the atom only if the energy of radiation exposed to the atom is higher than its ionization energy. The removal of an electron from the inner orbitals leads to high instability in the atom electronic structure. The hole left by the expelled electron is filled within a very short time (around 100 fs) by the outer shell electrons. This process is accompanied by the creation of new secondary photon, which energy is equal to the energy difference between final and initial electron orbitals. To sum
up, exposed sample emits characteristic radiation allowing for the unequivocal identification of the elements present in it. In other words initial absorption of specific energy radiation results in the secondary emission of radiation of a different energy; thus, this whole process is called X-ray fluorescence.

This process is markedly useful for analysis of elemental contents hence is highly required in studies of ceramics, paintings, glass, alloys, construction materials, etc. Recently, this method has been also used for geochemistry, forensics and archaeological research, as well as life science applications including biological sample analysis.

In the textbooks, the main transitions are historically named as: K\textsubscript{α} (transition between adjacent orbitals L and K), K\textsubscript{β} (transition between M and K orbitals), L\textsubscript{β} (transition between M and L orbitals), and so on.

The working principle of XRF technique is the wavelength or energy measurement along with the characteristic photon intensities emitted from the region of interest within analysed sample.

Collected fluorescent radiation is initially analysed by the calibration of the photons energies (so called energy-dispersive analysis). Once sorted, each characteristic radiation intensity is related straightforwardly to the concentration of the particular element in the sample.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Incident radiation} & \quad \text{Ejected K-shell electron} \\
M & \quad \text{L-shell electron fills vacancy} \\
L & \quad K \alpha \text{ X-ray emitted}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of X-ray fluorescence process.

Data, from the detector (namely the number of photon counts for each energy bin) is sent to the computer for the further analysis. The final output (XRF spectrum) — graph showing the number of photons for various energies after the results evaluation looks like the plot presented in Fig. 2. Measured spectrum contains peaks characteristic for electron transitions within atoms present in analyzed area of the sample. If concentration of selected element is high in the sample, K\textsubscript{α} and K\textsubscript{β} lines for this element are present in the spectrum. Essential part of the spectrum is called background; all peaks observed in the spectrum are “situated” above it. Background contribution represents all elastic and inelastic scattering of the primary radiation on the sample, as well as on substrate used to place not free-standing sample.
The quintessence of XRF analysis is the fact that, this technique enables the simultaneous qualitative and quantitative analysis of almost all elements (for light elements helium environment is required to allow low-energy fluorescence photons to reach the detector, for very heavy elements high energy of primary X-ray is required to excite the atoms).

To get the real concentrations of the elements, it is necessary to calculate the area under the peak corresponding to selected elements (after proper background subtraction), normalize these values to the incident photon flux and subsequently calculate efficiency curve (in order to convert calculated areas under the peaks into real concentration values) [18]. This method requires also collection of the spectra for multielemental standard samples (samples with known quantities of certain elements) exactly in the same geometry, as the main experiments were performed (external standard method).

![SRIXE spectrum of the multi-elemental standard with deconvolution to the components (lines) related to specific elements.](image)

Fig. 2. SRIXE spectrum of the multi-elemental standard with deconvolution to the components (lines) related to specific elements.

There is also an option to calculate the concentrations from the first principles and geometric parameters of the setup, but usually it is less accurate than external standard method (due to the matrix and other effects).

To sum up, SRIXE is non-destructive analysis, has high accuracy and precision, can detect small amount of elemental concentration — from percent to ppm level (microgram per gram).

The goal of this paper is to present and familiarize the medical community with the method for the assessment of trace and essential elements in prostate tissue sections. Described here technique can be treated as a complimentary tool to histopathological
analysis of samples, which could shed additional light on the changes in biochemical signature of tissues affected by the illness. Accurate assessment of stage of the disease can contribute to highly dedicated treatment, which eventually can lead to extension of men’s life. We do believe that presented here technique will become one day very useful for pathologists for more complete “diagnosis” of analysed sections.

**Materials and methods**

**Samples description**

Prostate tissue samples were collected from 12 patients (aged 56–72 years) underwent radical prostatectomies due to cancer diagnosis. Special attention was paid to sample preparation; the same protocol was used for all samples to minimize any potential contamination. Firstly, the materials were submerged in liquid nitrogen (–196°C) to halt all active processes taking place within cells, then they were cut with Leica ultramicrotome into slices of 15 μm thickness. Samples prepared for elemental analysis (SRIXE) were placed on Mylar foil (stretched on plastic frames) and left for air-drying. Mylar foil is one of the commercially available materials, widely used in XRF experiments, as it is thin (2.5 μm), transparent for X-rays and pure in terms of trace metal contamination. Adjacent sections assigned for histopathological examination were placed on microscopic glasses and stained later with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) dye. As the final step, all samples were divided into groups according to Gleason grades. Certain sections were selected for further SRIXE analysis; careful photographic documentation was made using Olympus BX-50 microscope. Example of chosen for SRIXE experiments area classified as Gleason 2+3 is depicted in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Example of malignant cells within prostate tissue classified as Gleason 2+3. Photo depicts section stained with H&E; for SRIXE experiments, its adjacent section placed on Mylar foil was used.](image-url)
Two multielemental gelatin standards, blend of selected metal (K, Ca, V, Mn, Fe, Zn, As, Pb, Sr, Zr, Mo) nitrates, were prepared to facilitate the assessment of concentrations of elements found within prostate tissue samples [18]. The metal concentrations in prepared reference standard samples were at the level of 10 μg/g, what was checked and confirmed by atomic absorption spectroscopy.

Setup description

SRIXE experiments were performed at the L beamline, one of the experimental stations at German synchrotron — the HASYLAB, DESY (Hamburg). Electron energy available at the Hasylab was equal 4.45 GeV, critical energy 16.04 keV, and maximum ring current ~120 mA.

Microprobe setup, available at beamline L, was highly used in multi-elemental analysis of micro-sized samples including biological sections. Greatly brilliant and linearly polarized synchrotron radiation (SR) was able to induce fluorescence for various elements having atomic numbers within 13–92 range (Al to U) with minimum detection limits down to 0.1 pg/μg [19].

Typically, experimental realization was the same as the one presented in Fig. 4. X-ray beam from the storage ring of the synchrotron was going through the polycapillary (14 μm in diameter), which was used to focus incoming radiation. Focussing means decreasing the size of the beam spot on the sample with preserving photon flux (keep as many photons as possible). As can be seen in Fig. 4, sample was
placed very close to the polycapillary to keep the same size of the beam spot as the exit of the polycapillary (14 μm).

Energy dispersive detector (High Purity Germanium (HPGe)), capable of distinguishing the photons with various energies, placed at 90 degrees angle to the incoming beam, recorded the X-ray fluorescence photons emitted from the sample. Right angle between polycapillary and the detector was selected to minimize collection of the scattered X-ray photons. The detector energy resolution was equal to 140 eV for 5.9 keV. Sample was placed at 45 degrees angle in respect to detector and polycapillary, so that the path length of X-rays in the sample was minimized.

All experiments were carried out in the air. Position of the sample was being changed with micrometric precision by computer-controlled stepper motors. Microscope with a magnifications of 40 to 1200x allowed for remote selection of proper region of interest (ROI) within analysed sample. Additionally CCD camera with a resolution of 3 μm was used to monitor X-ray beam position on the sample. Time for single SRIXE spectrum collection was set to 5 mins; for chosen areas (even if they looked quite homogenous) several spectra were taken to obtain reliable and representative (for particular cells pattern) results.

Following details were saved during experiments: X-ray emission from particular spot, position of analysed spot, actual beam current of SR and the experimental time.

**Results**

**Data evaluation techniques**

After experiments performed at the L-beam line, all collected spectra were analysed by means of AXIL software working under Linux OS.

Fig. 5 shows the subsequent stages of data evaluation that lead from the recorded raw spectrum (number of photons recorded for each energy channel) to calculation the concentration of various elements present in the sample. First the energy calibration is applied that converts channel number of the detector to photon energy value (Fig. 5b), then spectrum is fitted with the model that incorporates information about energy position of main lines $K_{\alpha}, K_{\beta}, L_{\alpha}$; their relative amplitudes and distance lines for various elements as well as type of background function (Fig. 5c). Usually, procedure based on removal from the spectra rapidly changing points was used for background subtraction. From the fitted spectrum, it is possible to identify which elements are present in the sample (Fig 5d). Calculating the integral (area under the line-net peak area), is a crucial step to assess the relative concentration of the element (in Fig. 5e part of the spectrum with $K_{\alpha}$ and $K_{\beta}$ for zinc is shown). In our analysis, net peak areas, normalized to the incident photon flux value, were used to estimate the concentrations of selected elements according to procedure described in [18].
Fig. 5. Data processing on SRIXE spectrum: a — raw spectrum from the experiment: photon counts versus channel number; b — energy calibration; c — continuum (background) and spectrum fitting; d — assignment of the lines for particular elements; e — calculation of the integral (area under the peak that is proportional to the concentration).
Fig. 6 summarizes all steps required to obtain the concentration values for selected elements from measured SRIXE spectra.

Fig. 6. Workflow for obtaining elemental concentrations based on the analysis of SRIXE spectra.

Graphic presentation and statistical analysis of obtained data were performed within R environment (version 3.4.2) [20] with R Studio (version 1.1.383) serving as graphic user interface (GUI). More than 300 SRIXE spectra were collected for samples classified as healthy, hyperplastic, Gleason grade 2 (GG2), Gleason grade 3 (GG3) and Gleason grade 4 (GG4). Descriptive statistical parameters (median, minimum and maximum, skewness and curtosis) were computed for each elemental concentrations. For results discussion median values were chosen as all distributions of elemental concentrations were asymmetric and not normal (with p <0.05).

In our studies, concentrations of subsequent elements: Ca, Cl, Cu, Fe, K, Mn, Ni, S and Zn were calculated; all of them play a vital role in maintaining the normal physiological functions in living organisms. As is presented in Fig. 7, their distributions differ among all analysed groups what may indicate that these elements are also involved in processes of turning healthy cells into malignant ones.

Box plots presented in Fig. 7 show that trend in distributions for Mn, Cu, Ni and Zn seem to be similar for selected groups; no significant differences can be observed for concentration median values between healthy and hyperplastic groups. However, for Gleason 2 group prominent increase in elemental concentrations can be noticed, for Mn this rise exceeds almost 10 times value found for healthy and hyperplastic groups. Elevated concentration level of these elements for Gleason 2 may be linked with accumulation of free radicals, which according to some studies [21–23] initiate biomolecular damage processes leading to many chronic health problems including cancer. The Fenton reaction may be catalysed by transition metals such as Mn and Cu.
Fig. 7. Box plots representations of Ca, Cl, Cu, Fe, K, Mn, Ni, S and Zn concentrations [in ppm] across five groups (colour coded): healthy, hyperplasia, GG2, GG3 and GG4. The body of the box plot depicts the first and third quartiles of the distribution and the median line. The whiskers extend from the quartiles to the last data point within 1.5x interquartile range with outliers beyond.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Ni concentration [ppm]</th>
<th>S concentration [ppm]</th>
<th>Zn concentration [ppm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEALTHY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYPERPLASIA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GG4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cu is also recognized as a switcher in turning on angiogenesis in tumor cells. Atypically high concentrations of Cu were found in serum of patients diagnosed with highly progressive tumors [24–26]. It is very likely that high level of Cu concentration in Gleason 2 may also be related to production of mechanism feeding the tumor — new blood vessels.

On the other hand Mn, Cu, Ni and Zn can play crucial role in the defence system against free-radicals being a part of superoxide dismutase, which catalyse the disproportionation of the cytotoxic superoxide radical (O$^{-2}$) to hydrogen peroxide and molecular oxygen [27–29]. In our studies, we found diminishing quantities of these elements for more advanced stages of prostate cancer (Gleason 3 and 4 as compared to Gleason 2). Maybe this finding is somehow connected to a weakening in the defensive capability of cells.

As can be seen in Fig. 7, concentration distributions for Fe and K seem to follow another trend. In case of Fe, steady increase in concentrations is observed for more advanced cancer stage: about 3 times more for Gleason 2 and 3 and 6 times more for the Gleason 4 (with respect to the values obtained for tissues belonging to healthy and hyperplastic groups). This tendency may prove the fact that despite being essential for maintaining typical physiological tasks in human beings, Fe can be also involved in cancerogenesis via catalysis and generation of hydroxyl radicals from superoxide and hydrogen peroxide [30, 31] or working as a nutrient for microbial and malignant cells [32, 33].

Ca, K and Cl regulate many physiological functions of cells including their programmed death called apoptosis [34]. In our studies, elevated level of these elements can be observed for more advanced stages of cancerous tissues (Gleason 4 compared to Gleason 2).

S plays very important role in human body, mainly as a part of two amino acids, Fe-S clusters and glutathion. Sulphur presence is critical for many cell processes including cell differentiation, proliferation, and apoptosis [35]. As it can be seen in Fig. 7 the highest value of median concentration for S is found in healthy group, for hyperplasia and GG2 groups decreasing trend is detected; but for more advanced cancer stages GG3 and GG4 again higher values are observed.

**Conclusion**

As it was mentioned in the introduction, pure histological analysis of biological samples, which is only focused on their morphological features, is rather incomplete, as it is unable to reveal information about changes in biochemical signature of tissues affected by the illness. As it is presented in this paper SRIXE technique is a powerful and promising method to analyse even very low concentrations of selected elements at the cellular level without any tedious and sophisticated sample preparation.
Analysis of SRIXE spectra can provide information of concentrations of elements that are present within tissue sections classified as healthy, hyperplastic and according to Gleason grading.

Based on our published papers [36–39], it can be concluded that concentration of selected, crucial for homeostasis, elements differ among analysed groups. However, their precise role in carcinogenesis is not very clear so far: are they promoter or antagonist in this process? It is known that some of elements can act as catalyzers of the Fenton reaction [40], or may be the part of prosthetic groups of several metalloenzymes such as superoxide dismutase, which is an important antioxidant enzyme in the cellular protection against reactive oxygen species [41].

It is worth stressing that information about chemical “status” of the analysed patterns defined by Gleason levels must be carefully processed. Single comparison of calculated median values of their concentration must by supported by appropriate chemometric analysis, which eventually may shed new light on the elucidation of complicated processes occurring within tissues during malignancy development.

The main goal of this paper was a short presentation of methodological approach for the elemental concentrations assessment in prostate tissue by SRIXE method. This technique may be also applied to analyse any other tissue sections. We do believe that information about concentration level of selected elements within various cancerous tissues combined with adequate statistical analysis can eventually open the way for not only understanding, but also for finding the new options of treatments which could prevent or slow down processes, which turn healthy cells into malignant ones.
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